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ABSTRACT Web content credibility implies finding credible and correct information on the web. Recent

studies have shown there is an increasing trend of users turning towards the web for searching information

related to a variety of topics including health, stocks, education, politics to name few. Information credibility

is a critical factor in these domains for the decision makers. There is no limitation on the authorship of

those articles and content. One criterion for evaluating credibility is to check the authority or source of

information. However, there are situations when wrong information flows from credible sources. There are

various approaches towards credibility assessment, broadly categorized into human-based and computational

approaches. Computational approaches utilizing machine learning based techniques are computationally

expensive. Reputation based approaches overcome this, however the latest work fails to take into account

issue of negative referrals and utilizes simple summation as the calculation structure making it more resilient

to attacks. This paper put forth verified hypothesis of direct relationship of credibility to the expertise of

entity. Authors proposed a Bayesian based approach using feedback in the form of interaction among the

entities to compute their expertise level, thereby showing improved results in terms of Precision, Correlation

and Mean Average Error. The experiments are performed on two different datasets, one of the dataset is

developed from a survey as the part of the research study. The results from the two experiments show that

the reputation ranks are independent of the pattern of ratings and density of data, unlike previous techniques

whose results were limited by these factors. The proposed technique gives 27% and 18%more precise results

for the two experiments respectively compared to the baseline. The correlation results are also significant

in both experiments for the proposed technique with significant values of 0.39 and 0.87 showing a linear

relationship between predicted and original data. The paper also discusses the reputation attacks and proposes

counter measures to tackle these attacks through simulation results.

INDEX TERMS Web content credibility, information ranking, reputation systems, experts ranking.

I. INTRODUCTION

WEB is a decentralized repository of information, where any-

one can contribute regardless of their knowledge and exper-

tise. People are using information on the web from blogs,

websites, e-magazine, e-books, e-journals, social networks on

variety of subjects. There is no limitation regarding contribu-

tion of information over these channels as far as expertise and

authority is concerned. Thus the credibility of information

is dubious. Examples of people utilizing information from

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Xueqin Jiang .

web for their daily decision making includes scenarios such

as information related to medicine, illness and other health

related issues [1], [2], news related to stocks, business and

investments, daily political information, students browsing

the web for their knowledge and subject information are some

uses. Using the information from these sources users are

taking decisions in their daily lives.For example whether to

purchase a particular product from company A or company

B, users look for recommendations. In such cases and several

others credibility is a crucial virtue. Applications like Mole-

sking [3], Answer Garden [4],TwitterWhoToFollow [5], Con-

tactFinder [6], TweetCred [7] are all aiming towards finding
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credible information in different domains. The development

of these applications shows the importance of requirement of

an application for predicting the credibility of information on

the web.

One way of checking the credibility of information is by

verifying the source of information. Techniques like Digi-

tal Signature, Public Key Infrastructure are utilized for the

purpose. Authors are however taking into account the sit-

uations where false information might flow from credible

sources. Researchers [8], [9] have proposed origin based

approaches that address issue of evaluating content based

upon its origin or source. The recent works towards finding

credible information on web are all knowledge base driven,

and the analysis is totally dependent on efficient techniques

of retrieving facts. This is quite hard, since information is

growing in size at rapid speed and keeping track of the facts in

that information and building a knowledge base is not an easy

approach. Factors [10] that contribute towards evaluation of

content for credibility includes context, provenance, popular-

ity, authority, bias, direct experience, incentive, recommenda-

tion, related resources. Web content credibility is judged by

two major techniques that is credibility evaluation by human

judgment and credibility evaluation by computations [11].

The research problem under discussion in this paper is the

computationally feasible and efficient framework that could

predict the credibility of the web content so a normal user is

better equipped for decision making.

The authors have hypothesized that content can be

regarded credible if it is reviewed by an expert. The past

behavior of the entities and opinion of others referred as

Reputation is utilized for expert ranking. Reputation based

credibility assessment implies computing the credibility of

the content by evaluating the reputation of the reviewer as

a subject expert. The existing techniques need ground truth

values for classification; the proposed technique is not limited

by this and utilizes the history of interactions for predictions.

The recent reputation based technique [12] has utilized user

activity, user influence and sentiment value to find the reputa-

tion rank. User Activity is taken as the measure of the number

of tweets by the user. Such tweets might include fake or fun

tweets bearing no meaning. Additionally Sybil attackers will

gainmuch benefit out of this parameter. A fake user can create

number of positive fake statements to gain high sentiment

value. These features are very critical since users can easily

obtain thousands of followers by twitter marketers [13], [14].

The technique is highly prone to reputation attacks, carried

out by fake identities.

Since this technique is domain specific i.e for twitter plat-

form thus it is not capable to address other micro blog-

ging or interactive platforms where likes, dislikes, upvotes,

downvotes negative comments are present. The proposed

framework in this paper aims to provide a generic platform

applicable to variety of domains. The basic idea behind the

proposed technique is to utilize both positive and negative

interactions of a user.For example Alrubaian et al. [12] uti-

lized number of followers but did not take into account the

FIGURE 1. The problem domain.

number of unfollowings. It is also important to note that other

technqiues that utilized reputation information along with

machine learning( ML techniques), if utilized the proposed

reputation mechanism in this paper can yield better results.

However here in this paper authors are advocating that rep-

utation based techniques are suitable due to lack of ground

truth data and high cost associated with the ML techniques.

The experiments are performed on two kinds of dataset.

One dataset represents intra organization interaction, the aim

of experiment is to rank the employees in order of their

expertise as perceived by the co-workers highlighting the

functioning of the proposed algorithm. While the second

experiment is performed on a dataset acquired through a

survey data from the students. The aim of this experiment

is again to generate ranking of students in order of their

expertise. The two experiments show close correlation of

results to the opinion of the users.

The major contributions of the research are:

• Content Credibility Framework based on reputation

information with ability to take into account the positive,

negative,active, passive behavior.

• Ranking users in order of their expertise gained through

reputation information.

• Countermeasures to address reputation attacks of credi-

bility framework.

• Development of a dataset through a survey.

• Experiments on two different datasets, to show how

closely the ranking relates to the ranking produced by

human judgment treated as ground truth.

The figure 1 shows pictorial representation of the problem

under discussion.

The paper consists of section II that discusses literature and

previous approaches. In section III the proposed approach

is discussed. Evaluations and experiments are discussed in

section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
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II. RELATED WORK

Researchers have proposed approaches that are still at their

infancy stage regarding the evaluation of the credibility of

content present on the web. There are various dimensions

to it as well. Shah et al. [11] discussed various parameters

that can be helpful in doing so. They compared various

techniques against those parameters that included categories

of authority, accuracy, aesthetics, professionalism, popularity,

currency, impartiality and quality. More recently applications

like tweetcred [7] are available that try to find credible tweets

and separates rumors and false news based on a credibility

score. Such systems are restricted by context and trustwor-

thiness of the scores.

A. CONTENT CREDIBILITY TECHNIQUES

Recent survey review [15] highlighted the topic from

different aspects that includes the definition, relationship

of trust with credibility, and various application domain

areas. Content credibility assessment is broadly categorized

into human-based and computational approaches.Hybrid

approaches as discussed in the literature that combines human

judgement with computation techniques and are assumed to

produce better results.

Human-based approaches include techniques such as

visual appearance, web layout, URL, date, personal belief,

site familiarity, etc. Through various studies [16]–[19] it was

found that users perceive information differently and thus

assess the credibility of it differently and sometimes even the

credibility of the source of information is neglected.

Computational approaches includes various techniques

such as digital signature, collaborative filtering, machine

learning approaches, semantic web and content ratings.

A digital signature [20] is an electronic method of providing

proof of the authenticity of a document. The signature verifies

that the document is indeed created by the mentioned author.

However, a situation where even inaccurate content flows

from authentic and credible authors, cannot be addressed by

this technique.

In collaborative filtering [21], [22], the content is evaluated

by the peers and experts. Peer review systems for journals and

publications are an example. The credibility rating systems

are based upon the ratings given by users on the content

[23], [24]. These systems, however, are unable to ascertain the

expert level of the users giving the ratings. The semantic web

[25] can judge the content using reasoners upon different cri-

teria that cannot be addressed in other techniques. However,

it cannot be effectively implemented since all the content is

not present in an organized manner.

Recent work towards content credibility is machine learn-

ing(ML) based and most of them have targeted twitter as

the application domain. ML techniques look into credibility

as a classification problem. Olteanu et al. [26] proposed a

system that looks into social network feature for predicting

the credibility of information by utilizing Naïve Bayes clas-

sifiers and logistic regression. Although their results are 70%

accurate however, the solution is computationally expensive

for everyday use of the web content and users might be able to

utilize such a service by purchasing it due to its cost. Authors

of a latest work utilized [27] supervised learning technique

to find credibility of information during high impact events.

They used random forest for classification, results showed

improved accuracy with the approach.ML techniques require

ground truth values for classification, that is a major delimit-

ing factor in the content credibility frameworks. Techniques

like [28]–[31] have utilized supervised techniques to find

credible tweets.Fairbanks et al. [32] has evaluated text based

techniques with respect to structural approach in order to

identify fake news. The results showed that structural analysis

of articles can identify fake news compared to textual that is

insufficient in finding credibility.

More recently authors [33] proposed a trust based solution

to find about the trustworthiness of the information resources.

This technique employed weighted average method whereby

weights are dynamically assigned by moving weighted aver-

age and ordered weighted average. Authors have compared

their technique with the recent model for Twitter data [12].

The research has shown results that reputation based infor-

mation is more accurate in predicting the credibility of infor-

mation as compared to machine learning(ML) approaches of

Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression. TheML techniques are

time-consuming and are dependent upon feature selection.

This shrinks down to the comparison between the methods

of reputation system adopted by the previous technique and

one proposed in this paper. The earlier work [12], [34] uti-

lized the user influence, user engagement and user sentiment

information for reputation ranking. In the following sections,

the authors have given detail background of the reputation

systems in general and the baseline approach of reputation

based credibility in detail.

It is to be noted that most of the previous work in the

domain of content credibility has utilized supervised learning

approaches of classifying data as credible or uncredible. The

proposed approach has utilized the reputation information of

the user, the approach can avoid the computational cost of

the machine learning approaches and the unreliability and

inconsistency associated with human judgment. However,

it is also important to note that the techniques utilizing rep-

utation information along with certain ML techniques also

adopted adhoc reputation algorithms, thus the proposed work

has introduced the concept of the technique based on strong

mathematics and statistics, that if utilized in combinationwith

other techniques can yield better results. In this work however

we are advocating that given limited computation resources,

and the ever growing nature of information only reputation

based technique can be cost effective and reliable technique

opposed to major competitior that is the ML techniques that

rely heavly on feature selection and ground truth data.

B. REPUTATION SYSTEMS

Existing reputation systems are categorized either into cen-

tralized and distributed system. The centralized systems have
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a central entity that records the experience of all the entities

in the network, while a distributed one does not has a central

store instead all the entities keep a record of their interactions

with other entities. Systems like [35]–[37] are based upon dis-

tributed reputation mechanism. The distributed systems have

to address the issue of propagation of reputation information

in addition to the method of calculating the reputation scores.

Author’s area of interest is the calculation of reputation scores

since it is the basis of comparison with respect to other

models. Most common ways of calculations are; Summation,

Average, Weighted Average and Bayesian.

Summation, the simpler one where positive and negative

scores are summed up separately for each individual. The

method is employed by eBay [38] and is the easiest method

to understand and implement.

Reputation systems employed by Amazon and

Epinions [35] use averaging whereby the scores are averaged

to present the reputation score of all the entities. In Weighted

Average method, the average reputation score is multiplied

by a rating factor. The rating factor depends on the age of

score, trustworthiness. Bayesian systems [39] are based upon

computing reputation score by calculating and updating the

beta probability density function. The major advantage of the

approach is that it provides the theoretically sound basis for

computation of the scores. There is no known disadvantage

of this approach.

More recently researchers have utilized PageRank based

reputation models [40] to rank volunteered geographic infor-

mation(VGI) system, thus considered as a new calculation

structure of the reputation systems.Calculations can be per-

formed in a centralized manner or decentralized manner for

example in the case of peer to peer systems. Both structures

have their pros and cons.

Another reputation structure utilized by researchers is

based on Normal Distribution Reputation(NDR) [41], irre-

spective of the domain various reputation models have

been widely been researched and utilized in online market

places, p2p systems for example eigentrust [42], regret [43].

It is worth mentioning that Bayesian reputation systems,

addressed the limitations of the most popular eigen reputation

systems [44].

Reputation approach towards Content Credibility tech-

nique [12], utilized reputation for credibility assessment

of twitter data. The reputation model utilized engagement,

popularity and sentimental information for calculating the

reputation rank of the user. This work has utilized simple

summation as the calculation method that is centralized in

structure. The authors of this work compared the result with

other machine learning techniques of naive bayes and logistic

regression. The results in the form of precision and recall

showed improvement with reputation based technique also

overcoming computational cost associated with training of

data in case of machine learning methods. The technique is

however unable to take into account the negative relation-

ships and are prone to reputation attacks.Authors have treated

this recent technique as the baseline technique along with

other reputation baselines including Page Rank and NDR

based approaches for comparison against the results produced

through the proposed technique.

C. ATTACKS ON REPUTATION SYSTEMS

Most popular attacks on reputation systems include:

1) SELF PROMOTION/SYBIL ATTACK

The user can augment his/ her reputation with false informa-

tion. This attack is coupled with the Sybil attack. Systems that

consider only positive feedbacks aremore prone to this attack.

The attacker fabricates false positive interaction about itself.

Self Promotion is achieved through Sybil attack whereby a

user can start creating fake accounts in order to give positive

feedbacks to his own account for increasing reputation [45].

The term Sybil emerged from a book after a woman who

had dissocative identity problem.A sybil account can create

malicious accounts to subvert the reputation or ranking of a

legal user, these days internet bullying, etc all fall in this type

of attack. Recently these attacks have been under discussion

in the context of social media specifically twitter [46], authors

of this work have utilized regression model to predict about

the user’s profile.

2) SLANDERING

Malicious users could give negative feedback for the users

who are positive, thereby affecting the reputation of deserving

users. Effect of a single slandering node is less, however it can

have an impact when nodes collued to damage positive rep-

utation of a node. Typical defense mechanism have penalty

mechanisms once a slandering node is identified. Attaching

node with authentic transaction/interaction can also act as the

preventive measure.

3) WHITE WASHING

This attack is also called a self-service attack. In this attack,

the malicious node starts its original behavior after gaining

good reputation initially. The systems that rely on long histor-

ical data are more prone to this type of attack. The malicious

behavior can be of a sybil or slandering.

Systems like Sybil Guard [47], SumUp [48],

Sybil Limt [49] have proposed techniques to reduce number

of attacks. However they are not specifically designed for

expert ranking scenario. SybilGuard is based on the ‘‘social

network’’ among user identities, where an edge between two

identities indicates a human-established trust relationship.

Malicious users can create many identities but few trust

relationships.

One research towards fighting against Sybil attacks in

expert ranking systems MHITS [50] utilizes SumUp algo-

rithm. In this system, the nodes are removed through the

Sum Up strategy before the ranking process. SumUp is a

sybil resilient online content rating system that uses the trust

network among users to defend against sybil attacks. It uses

the concept of max-flow.
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Another stream of research in the field of defense mecha-

nism is related to getting truthful feedback from the users is

the peer prediction method [51], [52]. They provide proper

reward system to agents who provide truthful reports of other

agents in a nash equilibrium manner. These systems have

theoretically tried to address the Sybil attacks by monitoring

the agent behavior related to incurring of cost by giving

opinions.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In our daily life, we always seek an expert for an advice and

recommendation. Thus the authors have hypothesized that

content evaluated by an expert can be regarded as credible.

The results by Kakol et al. [53] also verify this hypothe-

sis.However, to further test this hypothesis a survey was con-

ducted. The surveywas conducted by a third party without the

involvement of the authors. Authors had no knowledge about

the participants. Similarly participants were also unaware of

the identity of the authors and the research thus, a double-

blinded survey. The sample was selected randomly, the par-

ticipants were informed about the research and they were

allowed to leave the questionnaire unfilled if they do not have

the consent.

The survey was conducted with 40 students of the Uni-

versity of Engineering and Technology Peshawar. They were

asked to rank different tools that are utilized for checking the

credibility of the web information. These tools are

• The source of information

• Popularity of information.

• Expert analysis of information

• Recommendation by others

The ranking ranged from 1to 4.With1 as most important

and 4 as least important. The question was asked in the

context of blogs and social media. Out of 40 participants

34 participants filled the forms correctly. These 34 partici-

pants understood the questions and answered according to

the given choices. The results showed that after the source

of information, expert analysis is an effective tool for infor-

mation credibility assessment. Thus mathematically we can

write it as follows:

let U = u1, u2, · · · un presents set of users.

R = r1, r2, · · · rn presents reputation information of the

users in the set U .

Then Max(R) = E represents the Expert User. Thus

Opinion ofE is directly proportional to credibility (C) ofWeb

information, presented mathematically as follows;

E ∝ C (1)

Thus content associated with an expert is considered cred-

ible. The content credibility framework is a four layered

architecture. The bottom layer of interactions is responsible to

categorize types of interaction that users had. The reputation

layer utilizes this interaction information to compute the

reputation rank of the users. The second last layer ranks the

FIGURE 2. The layered architecture.

users in order of expertise given reputation rank information.

Finally the top layer associates the credibility according to

the expertise of the user. The architecture is closed one since

a layer is dependent on the immediate layer below. Given in

the figure 2 is the four layered architecture.

A. INTERACTION LAYER

In case of social network an interaction can be a post, private

message, like, tweet, retweet, following, upvotes, downvotes,

rankings etc. It is a generic term can be adopted according to

the target platform. Interactions as discussed in the work by

Nepal et al. [54] can be positive or negative/active passive.

For example an interaction between two users A, B through

a post. User A posts a message, user B interacts by positively

accepting it, shows a positive relationship however this could

be negative as well. Another user C chooses not to respond

thus remains passive. In another scenario such as in a large

organization emails, employee rankings, can all be treated as

an interaction. The interaction data can be in the form of text,

ratings, votes.

The interaction layer is responsible for categorizing the

interaction. If the interactions are present in the form of text,

its sentimental value is used to categorize as either positive or

negative. While if the interaction is a value, the cutoff decides

its category as given in the algorithm 1 from lines 8–9. The

layer is responsible to calculate total number of positive and

negative interactions.

B. REPUTATION LAYER

Reputation is defined as ‘‘Overall quality as seen and judged

by users’’ according to the Merriam-Webster’s [55] online

dictionary. The past behavior of the entities and opinion of

others is utilized to find the reputation. The opinion is based

on the past history of interactions.

1) MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The reputation layer is based on Bayesian [56] based rep-

utation algorithms which are easy to understand and can

be easily applied to wide variety of application domains.

Bayesian based systems are binomial or multinomial. Bino-

mial Bayesian reputation systems apply to the binary state

space i.e. Bad, Good, that reflects corresponding performance
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Algorithm 1 Interaction Categorization

1: if Interactions = Text then

2: result ← Senti(Text, i)

3: if result = positive then

4: p← p++;

5: else

6: n++

7: end if

8: else if Interaction = value then

9: Enter cutoff

10: if value > cutoff then

11: p++

12: else

13: n++

14: end if

15: else if Interaction = explicit then

16:

17: if positive then

18: p++

19: else

20: n++

21: end if

22: end if

of a service entity. The Beta distributions is a continuous

distribution functions over a binary state space indexed by

the two parameters alpha and beta. Bayesian based reputa-

tion systems have shown promising results and is easy to

implement. Bayesian reputation systems have sound basis in

classical statistics that makes them effective and adaptable to

various contexts.

The beta probability density function can be used to repre-

sent probability distributions of binary events. This provides

a sound mathematical basis for combining feedback and

for expressing reputation ratings. The mathematical analy-

sis leading to the expression for posteriori probability esti-

mates of binary events can be found in many text books

on probability theory,e.g. [57] Casella Berger 1990 p.298,

we will be using only the results here.Posteriori probabilities

of binary events can be represented as beta distributions. The

beta-family of probability density functions is a continuous

family of functions indexed by the two parameters alpha and

beta. The expected value of the distribution is given by

E(v) =
α

α + β
(2)

A node in a social network might be having positive

interactions in the form of number of tweets or number of

comments received on a facebook post in a particular context

or subject. There can be negative interactions as well.

Let the positive interactions be represented by alpha and

negative interactions by beta. Let ‘x’ represents a particular

context and ‘A’ represents number of activities in a particular

context. ‘M ’ is the total number of participants/nodes in the

network. Thus we can compute the expert node in a particular

Algorithm 2 Reputation Based Expert Rank

1: Load Dataset

2: loop

3: Compute no. of positive interactions p for node i

4: Compute no. of negative interactions n for node i

5: Compute Expected value for node i as

6: Ev← p+ 1/p+ n+ 2

7: Let T represent total number of nodes

8: Compare Reputation of node i with T-i nodes

9: max ← i

10: end loop

11: Compute max as Expert

context ‘A’ from equation 2, let’s suppose y, y1 represent

number of outcomes of alpha and beta respectively, that

means after every y outcomewe can expect y1 outcome. In our

framework, let p represent the observed number of outcomes

for y and n represent observed number of outcomes for y1,

then we can derive following equations.

α = y+ 1 (3)

β = y1+ 1 (4)

E(v) =
y+ 1

y+ y1 + 2
(5)

Substituting the number of outcomes for y and y1, we get

E(v) =
p+ 1

p+ n+ 2
(6)

The Expert Reputation of a single node is then given by

E =

M−1∑

i=1

E(v) (7)

here ‘E’ indicates the expected value(Reputation) of a node

to behave in a particular context.

Given below is the detailed algorithm 2 utilized by the

reputation layer, where ‘i’ is the node, ‘T’ represents total

number of nodes, Ev represents expected value of node i.

In the Lines 3, 4 the interactions are categorized into

positive or negative domains. Line 6 uses beta probability

expected value to generate the expert rank of the node. Lines

7-9 compares the expert rank of a particular node to the rest

of nodes in the network.

C. DEFENSE MECHANISM

The literature review discussed various attacks to the reputa-

tion systems. Thus the reputation layer of the proposed frame-

work has also incorporated defense algorithms to encounter

the attacks.

The proposed scheme based upon Bayesian reputation sys-

tem is able to prevent the slandering, sybil and whitewash

attack.
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Algorithm 3 Slandering Attack Defense

1: loop

2: if interaction == negative then

3: N ++

4: else

5: P++

6: end if

7: end loop

8: loop

9: LetX ← i

10: if X .N > 10 then

11: Let s represent slandering node thus s← X

12: Filter out s

13: end if

14: end loop

1) SLANDERING ATTACK DEFENSE ALGORITHM

In case of slandering attack if the user is giving false negative

feedback, after a certain amount of interaction this reflects

that the feedback is malicious. Since a true user will not have

any further interaction, after the negative interactions. Such

users can also be filtered out thus preventing the slandering

attack. Thus the attack resistant reputation algorithm 3 is

given below.

2) SYBIL ATTACK DEFENSE ALGORITHM

The scheme ranks every user in the network according to

the reputation value. The reputation value is calculated by

the feedback given by all the rest of the members. Thus if

a Sybil attack is launched with fake ids, not all of the users

of the network would give good feedback about them or in

other words they might encounter isolation. This also holds

true for feedback in the form of opinions or through text. The

proposed scheme weighs the reputation of the node accord-

ing to the reputation of the interacting node, lines 10–11 of

algorithm 4.

3) WHITE WASH ATTACK DEFENSE ALGORITHM

The whitewash attack is countered by having a time factor

with the reputation value, thus older feedback is given less

importance than the recent feedback values. Related concept

has also been discussed in the dishonesty detector based on

historical information [58]

D. EXPERT LAYER

The expert layer of the framework is responsible for generat-

ing expert ranking according to the reputation score given by

the Reputation Layer.

Researchers [59] proposed a technique whereby a user

is ranked as an expert based on reputation information of

co-existing users. The calculation structure adopted by this

technique is simple summation.

Reputation mechanisms already employed for expert rank-

ing are ad-hoc based. The proposed technique has sound

Algorithm 4 Sybil Attack Defense

1: Load Dataset

2: loop

3: Compute no. of positive interactions p for node i

4: Let z represent node having positive interactions with

node i

5: Compute no. of positive and negative interactions of

node z

6: Compute Expected value for node z as

7: Ev(z)← p+ 1/p+ n+ 2

8: Compute no. of negative interactions n for node i

9: Compute Expected value for node i as

10: Ev(i)← p+ 1/p+ n+ 2

11: Ev(i)← Ev(i) ∗ Ev(z)

12: end loop

Algorithm 5 White Wash Attack Defense

1: Find time t node i interacting node n-i

2: if t = 0 then

3: Latest interaction only node i,n-i

4: else

5: All interactions node i,n-i

6: end if

mathematical basis. The Bayesian-based reputation is a most

effective mechanism in comparison to other techniques. Here

the quality of interactions is utilized to find the reputation

score of the user.

E. CREDIBILITY LAYER

Using Equation 1, this layer is responsible to associate expert

rank of the user with the content, that was either produced/

reviewed/ edited by him. The user interacts with this layer

to find the credibility of information. Thus this layer can be

considered equivalent to the user interface layer.

IV. EVALUATION

Authors conducted two experiments one experiment is car-

ried out to evaluate the effect of categorizing the type of

interactions upon rankings and its correlation with actual

rankings.

In the first experiment, a comparison is performed to the

latest technique of content credibility [12]. The second exper-

iment is conducted on a dataset extracted through a survey.

The dataset is developed to have ground truth values that can

be used for comparison purposes.

A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS

The estimated reputation values generated through the pro-

posed model are compared to the real values so as to evaluate

the ability of the model in predicting rankings close to real

rankings. Two performance indicators [60] within this context

are reported, the average absolute error [61] between real

and predicted values and the correlation between real and the
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FIGURE 3. Interaction overlap graph.

predicted values.In addition to these indicators, Precision is

also utilized. Precision is given by(tp stands for true positives,

fp stands for false positives)

Precision =
tp

tp + fp
(8)

Precision means the probability with which the algo-

rithm accurately generates the ranking i.e. it truly ranks an

expert.Recall and F Measure is also calculated for the base-

line and the proposed technique. Recall is given by

Recall =
tp

tp + fn
(9)

In order to evaluate the defense mechanism of the proposed

model, change in reputation rank is used as a performance

indicator.

B. EXPERIMENT 1

We conducted an experiment on Dataset [62] that is of

intra-organizational network, where the interactions are

weighted on the scale from 0-5 that defines the frequency of

advice requested.

0 : I Do Not Know This Person

1 : Never

2 : Seldom

3 : Sometimes

4 : Often and

5 :Very Often

First, a ranked list of nodes was generated using only

the positive interactions. In the second instance using the

cutoff, both positive and negative interactions were utilized

in calculations. The two ranked list differed from each other

as can be seen in the given figures and the tables.

The table 1 shows the ranked list through two methods in

ascending order, the top nodes are at the bottom of the table.

The Mean Average Error of top3 nodes given in the table 2

was calculated to find how close they reflect original opin-

ions. The results showed that ranked list generated through

both positive and negative interactions were closer to mean as

compared to list generated through only positive interactions.

The figure 3 shows that both ranked lists are not overlapping

TABLE 1. Ranking with(+ve/−ve) and without(+ve) proposed reputation
scheme.

TABLE 2. Mean Average Error(MAE) of Top Nodes.

with very few instances. Thus combining categories of inter-

action has an effect on rankings. Since some nodes that are

ranked higher due to only positive interaction lose their rank

when both positive and negative interactions are utilized.

1) COMPARISON TO BASELINE

An experiment is performed on the dataset to compare the

proposed technique with the web content credibility tech-

nique [12] treated as baseline1 technique. The authors have

also compared their technique with a reputation calculation

structure based on PageRank [40] considered as baseline2 and

Normal Distribution based reputation structure NDR [21]

as baseline3. Metric for comparison is user opinion. Mean

Avergae Error(MAE) of the proposed ranking to the actual

user opinion was found. The experiment revealed following

results.

The top 3 nodes obtained from the baseline1 showed MAE

of 0.5, 0.4 and 0.07. Comparison to the proposed technique

showed that the MAE is much lesser. This shows that the

proposed technique is more effective in presenting the actual

opinion of the user. Thus the ranking of the proposed tech-

nique is more accurate in showing the credibility level of

the content associated with them. Similarly precision and
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TABLE 3. Comparison of ranked lists MAE1 Experiment1.

TABLE 4. Comparison of ranked lists MAE2 Experiment1.

TABLE 5. Comparison of ranked lists MAE3 Experiment1.

TABLE 6. Comparison w.r.t Precision, Recall, Correlation Experiment 1.

correlation tests also revealed that proposed technique per-

forms better than the baseline.

The performance of baseline2 against these metrics could

not be reported due to almost zero relationship.Baseline3 also

shows improved MAE results for the proposed technique.

C. EXPERIMENT 2

Using the information through the filled survey forms we

developed a dataset of the students of a class in graph format.

The surveywas double blinded, it was conducted with the stu-

dents of University of Engineering and Technology Peshawar.

The sample was selected randomly, the participants were

informed about the research and they were allowed to leave

the questionnaire unfilled if they do not have consent. The

participants were informed verbally as well as through a note

on questionnaire. An edge shows the friendship relationship.

The weight of the edges represents the interactions of the

students. The weights are assigned based upon the ratings

provided by the students for their friends regarding the inter-

actions related to subject knowledge. The weights are scaled

in the range of 1-5,i.e.

1 : Nil

2 : Fair

3 : Good

4 : Very Good

5 :Excellent

This dataset is undirected where nodes represent the stu-

dents and the edges represents the rated expert friendship rela-

tionship among them. This dataset has been taken as a special

TABLE 7. Rank List2.

scenario where each node has three friends showing equal

number of links for each node. Such special scenario would

highlight the shortcomings of previous link based reputation

based on the PageRank thereby showing the capability of the

proposed technique. This dataset is undirected with 40 nodes.

Given in the table 7 is the ranked list of students according

to the proposed algorithm. The original dataset presents the

ground truth. The neighbors or close relations possess the

same level of knowledge. Thus the ratings given by students

for their friends are considered the ground truths. The average

mean is calculated for every student. Given below is the rank

list of nodes according to average weights in comparison with

the rank list generated by the proposed algorithm.

1) COMPARISON TO BASELINE

The comparison is made to calculate precision-recall.

Precision@k is an important metric in the field of informa-

tion retrieval to find the percentage of accurately discovered

documents. K stands for a certain number of instance. For

example, if k is 5 it implies a number of accurate discovered

items in top 5 entries in comparison to the ground truth

values.We have calculated P@3, which came as 0.66. Overall

precision is 0.32 while of baseline it is 0.05.

Correlation is calculated of the two ranked list, to find if

the ranking produced by the proposed algorithm closely cor-

relates to the human judgment. The correlation of top5 ranked

list is 0.87 for the proposed technique compared to the base-

line1 technique where correlation is 0.55. The correlation

result shows that the expert ranked nodes positively relates to

human judgment. Figure 4 shows this correlation, whereby

the rank list generated though proposed algorithm closely

relates to the rank list according to average weights.

Experiment on the dataset to compare the proposed tech-

nique with the web content credibility technique [12] treated
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of estimated ranked list to real ranking w.r.t MAE.

TABLE 8. Comparison of Ranked Lists MAE3 Experiment2.

TABLE 9. Comparison w.r.t. Precision, Correlation Experiment 2.

as baseline technique was carried out. Metric for comparison

is user opinion. Mean average error(MAE) of the proposed

ranking to the actual user opinion was calculated. The exper-

iment revealed results shown in the table 8.

The top 3 nodes obtained from the baseline showed vari-

ance of 1.2, 0.2 and 0.86. Comparison showed that the mean

error is much lesser for proposed technique except for the sec-

ond ranked node. This shows the proposed technique is more

effective in presenting the actual opinion of the user. Thus the

ranking of the proposed technique is more accurate in show-

ing the credibility level of the content associated with them.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the comparison of techniques

with repect to correlation, precision and MAE.

D. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The results from the two datasets show that the mean aver-

age error for the proposed technique is lesser as compared

to the previous baseline models. In Experiment1, working

of the proposed model is evaluated and it was found that

inclusion of both positive and negative types of interactions

yields lesser mean average error as compared to the scenario

when only positive interactions are utilized as is done by

the previous technique where only positive interactions are

counted towards a user’s popularity/engagement.

The second experiment conducted on dataset compiled

through a survey showed again that mean average error for the

FIGURE 5. Comparison of Ranked lists w.r.t Precision, Correlation
Experiment1.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of Ranked lists w.r.t Precision, Correlation
Experiment2.

proposed technique is lesser, compared to the baseline tech-

niques. In these experiments Precision and Correlation results

also supported effectiveness of the proposed technique. The

results of the techniques are however not promising in exper-

iment1, but the performance of proposed technique is still

better. The dataset from experiment1 is dense as compared

to second dataset that is sparse. The percentage difference

of precision of the baseline and proposed technique is 27%

as compared to experiment1 where it is 18%, giving us an

insight that in case of sparse data, the proposed algorithm

has almost 27% more precise results while in case of dense

dataset it is 18% more precise only.Similar trend is found for

Recall values. Performance of baseline2 in terms of preci-

sion and correlation are too poor to report. In the case of

baseline3 again the results for the proposed techniques are

better following almost same trend. The proposed technique

works better with sparse datasets, that actually is the problem

scenario, where it is not necessary that a particular node

might be having interactions with every other node and vice

versa. Baseline2 that is pagerank based looks at the number

of connections regardless of the quality of the connections.

Baseline3 that is NDR based also performs less, since it pro-

duces less accurate results for sparse data then for dense [21].

Observing results from Experiment1 alone, it is evident that
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FIGURE 7. Simulation to test defense mechanism.

results from NDR based technique are less then baseline1,

while for experiment2 performance of NDR(baseline3) is

better than baseline1, due to the fact that although experi-

ment1 dataset is dense, the ratings are distributed normally

as compared to dataset from experiment2 where ratings are

on higher or lower end and not normally distributed.

Thus we can summarize the findings that the proposed

technique produces better results regardless of density of the

dataset and pattern of ratings, while other two techniques

appear to be dependent on these two factors. The pagerank

based baseline has already produced poor result due to inabil-

ity of taking the quality of interactions and negative referrals

into account.

We have also calculated the correlation for the baseline

techniques and the proposed against the null hypothesis i.e.

‘‘There is a linear relationship between original data and pre-

dicted data for all the four techniques’’. The null hypothesis

stands true for the three techniques the baselines(baseline1,

baseline3) and the proposed technique. However the hypoth-

esis is rejected for the pagerank(baseline2) based technique.

The significance value for baseline3 is negative that shows

a negative relationship whereby if original data is showing

ranking in highest to lowest order the predicted data is mostly

in opposite direction. The results of proposed technique are

significant with value of 0.39 for experiment 1 and 0.87 for

experiment2.

E. SIMULATION TO TEST DEFENSE

Authors performed simulation to test the defense mechanism

against Sybil attack. For this some new nodes(fake nodes)

were introduced in the dataset from Experiment1. These fake

nodes were involved in giving positive feedback for node 8.

Reputation rank calculated by proposed algorithm without

defense mechanism gives it a high rank. In order to verify the

defensemechanism, the reputation rank of fake node is found.

Since the fake nodes did not do interactions with other nodes,

thus resulting rank was low. The new rank of node 8 is then

calculated by weighing it by the reputation of the fake nodes

and real nodes. The series at the top of the graph in the figure 7

shows node 8 rank due to fake nodes, while the series at the

bottom of the graph shows node 8 after utilizing the defense

mechanism in the proposed algorithm. This clearly shows that

the node looses its fake reputation due to the proposed defense

mechanism.

To check the functionality against the slandering attack,

the interactions of node 8 towards a specific node 1 were

manipulated. This is done by inducing more negative inter-

actions. As a threshold if number of negative interactions

exceed 10, the node 8 is blacklisted and its interactions

towards node 1 and other nodes are not recorded.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper has proposed a technique for assessment of the

credibility of the content present on the web. The proposed

technique is reputation based since it ranks a user as an expert

based on the past interactions. The technique has its grounds

on the classical concept of the relationship of credibility to

the credibility of the author. Since the scenario under con-

sideration has unpopular users thus it was needed to identify

their expertise. The authors compared the results with three

baselines. These existing techniques used simple summation

based calculation structure, pagerank based structure and

NDR structures for generation of reputation ranks. The pro-

posed technique is bayesian based and takes into account all

kinds of interactions producing results that are independent of

rating pattern and density of data. The proposed technique has

ability to solve negative refferal problem. The results from the

two experiments carried out on two different datasets support

the better performance of the proposed technique interms of

MAE, Precision, Recall with significance of Correlation. The

comparison showed that proposed algorithm closely reflects

human perception regarding content credibility. In this paper

a brief evaluation of the defense mechanism is also given,

in future it is intended to performmore evaluations of defense

mechanisms in different scenarios.
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